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Setting the scene: market segmentation

Different market segments have 

different requirements:

▪ Passengers versus freight

▪ River crossings versus longitudinal 

traffic

▪ Short distance versus long distance

▪ Social versus recreational
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Passengers – social traffic

▪ Commuters

▪ Social/medical visit

▪ Trade and markets
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▪ As an alternative for a 

bridge/tunnel (river crossing)

▪ When river transport is an 

alternative for road/rail transport 

(public transport) Government can support because of:

▪ Social function

▪ Improve safety, congestion, 

emission/pollution, efficiency

▪ Infra expenditures (bridge/tunnel)

Customer requirements:

▪ Affordable

▪ Easy to use

▪ Safe and reliable

▪ Regular



Passengers – recreational traffic

▪ River cruises

▪ Tourist visits

▪ Evening dinner trips
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▪ Can be river crossing, round trip, 

longer distance

Government support less needed, but 

possible, e.g. as part of economic 

development (tourism) strategy and 

related added value
Customer requirements:

▪ Quality (facilities)

▪ Safety

▪ Price may be a minor 

issue



Freight  – short distance and river 

crossing
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▪ As an alternative for bridge/tunnel (RoRo)

▪ Relocation of logistics activities (e.g. congested port 

areas, lower land price, extended gate)

▪ City distribution

Factors in companies decisions:

▪ Time (improved truck productivity)

▪ Cost (transport time, port congestion, land cost)

▪ Logistics advantages (improved supply chains)



Focus of today: longitudinal longer 

distance freight transport
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▪ As an alternative for road and rail transport on 

the trunk line

▪ In combination with road transport (pre- and 

end haul)

▪ For all kind of cargoes:

Dry and liquid bulk, breakbulk, containers,

dangerous goods, RoRo,

out of dimension cargo (project cargo)

Compared with the previous markets: the most difficult to develop!



Why does IWT need development 

support?
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▪ IWT is a niche market, unknown to

many

▪ The sector is dispersed, the industry is 

fragmented

▪ IWT does not have a high public visibility 

▪ Entry barriers are high (investments in vessels, 

terminals)

▪ Societal benefits are unknown or not 

recognised

▪ IWT has a poor image



How to develop IWT markets?
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▪ Conventional approach: ‘build and they will come’: this 

did not work

▪ Followed by: ‘promote and they will come’: this also did 

not work

▪ And today: ‘active market development with support 

programmes’: this has led to proven results in many 

river basins

(but programmes have to be region and market specific)



How to develop IWT markets?
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In order to develop this we need:

▪ Market analysis capability and market understanding: a 

market observation system (demand, cargo flows, 

competitors, etc.)

▪ The proper organizational and institutional framework: 

who is responsible for market development (public, 

private, or a mix?)



Promotion, stimulation and IWT Market 

development
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A complete programme includes:

▪ Awareness programmes, and promotion of the IWT 

sector in general

AND

▪ Support, stimulation and incentive programmes and 

instruments that help private parties in shifting freight to 

water, to identify new cargo flows, to modernise the fleet 

and lower operational and external cost, to improve 

education and attract young people to the sector, to 

develop ICT applications to increase efficiency, etc.



Promotion of IWT
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Promotion as a stand-alone activity (narrow) does not make much 

sense when the supporting mechanisms are not available. And links 

have to be created between the different entities involved, e.g.:

▪ The (financial) governmental support systems for IWT should be 

linked to the agency responsible for promotion;

▪ A market information/observation system needs to be accessible 

and have a direct link from the IWT promotion website;

▪ The promotion site should link to universities and colleges for 

interested scholars and students;

▪ Staff from the agency responsible for promotion should 

participate in IWT user groups;



How is IWT promotion and market 

development organised?
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Via dedicated IWT Promotion Bureaus:

they are set up in a number of countries, mainly by the private 

industry (the shipping companies), in most cases they receive 

support from government agencies

Through the Ministry of Transport or the Waterway Authority:

as part of a dedicated IWT policy, the governmental agencies can 

develop specific incentive packages and support programmes

Mixed forms:

where both the private sector and governmental agencies 

commonly develop promotion and support instruments



A number of countries have IWT 

Promotion Bureaus
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Where?

▪ In countries where the private sector has emerged

▪ And is organised (e.g. in IWT associations)

▪ And cooperates with the government in development and promotion

▪ And there is a need/possibility to:

▫ Attract new users to IWT

▫ Develop new markets

▪ Or when the private sector needs a voice towards the government:

▫ To ask for more attention (and support) for IWT with policy 

makers (parliament, governmental agencies)



IWT Promotion Bureau: example of a 

website
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IWT Promotion Bureaus: what do they do?
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▪ Provide information on the positive characteristics of IWT (website, 

brochures, campaigns)

▪ Provide an information source to IWT (flows, fleet, cargo types)

▪ Provide tools to help companies to shift to IWT (e.g. to calculate 

comparisons of transport cost)

▪ Provide information on actual services (scheduled services, ports 

and terminals, lock opening times, bridge opening times)

▪ Links to shipping companies

Note: part of the information will/can also be made available via the 

Waterway Authority (e.g. the RIS - River Information Systems info)



Goals of IWT support programmes
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1. Increase the visibility of IWT and improve to image of IWT

2. Develop the market, identify cargo flows, and move freight to 

water

3. Improve the competitive position of IWT

4. Provide more and better facilities and infrastructures

5. Incentive systems for greener transport

6. Incentive systems for safer transport

7. Incentive systems for more efficient IWT

8. Create an attractive working environment and attract youngsters

Note: the examples that follow focus at freight, but the majority is also applicable to passenger transport



1. Increase the visibility of IWT and 

improve the image of IWT
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Why is this (still) necessary?

▪ Many (most) shippers and traders are not aware of the 

possibilities of IWT in their supply chains

▪ The societal advantages are not known (lower emission, 

safety, etc.)

▪ The image is not positive (old, dirty, slow)



1. Increase the visibility of IWT and 

improve the image of IWT
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General message in awareness campaigns:

“IWT is a modern type of transport, innovative, clean 

and green with societal benefits and supportive to 

economic development”

Specific campaigns focus at different audiences / target 

groups:

Politicians, civil servants, students, environmentalists, 

communities living along the waterways, school 

children, ……….



1. Increase the visibility of IWT and 

improve the image of IWT
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Examples of awareness campaigns and general promotion:

 Documentaries on IWT: life on board, IWT and nature, projects realised

 TV commercials showing the positive side of IWT

 Comic books for children

 Teaching materials for primary schools

 Background information for students, school projects

 Brochures and information packages for professionals (politicians, journalists, 

shippers, business communities) on specific issues

 Sightseeing spots at ship-locks

 Information signs along the waterways at touristic spots

 IWT days for parliamentarians, for instance including barge hopping, terminal visit,

RIS centre, ship-lock



1. Examples
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Comic books for children explaining the functioning of a ship-lock 

(left), waterway management (middle) and colouring book (right)



1. Examples
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Inland Navigation Europe Website with Facts & Figures on IWT 

Get on board

https://youtu.be/

tO7yKxIi0I8

https://youtu.be/tO7yKxIi0I8


1. Examples
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Interactive poster 

to take a 3D view 

onboard modern 

IWT vessels



1. Examples
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First page of a lecture 

package for primary schools 

in Belgium (11-12 years of 

age) containing multiple 

choice questions, open 

questions, drawings, puzzles, 

riddles, crosswords, math 

exercises



1. Examples
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Factsheet on 

greening of IWT 



1. Examples
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Manifest 

Folder on 

economic 

benefits of IWT 



1. Examples
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Information signs placed along the Neckar River in Germany explaining 

the benefits of IWT for tourists walking and cycling along the river

the environment the vessel clean performance



1. Examples
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Three Gorges Dam ship-lock visitor centre in China (scenic and 

touristic spot). The dam is the country's largest industrial tourism site



1. Examples
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IWT introduction days for politicians (parliament, province, 

municipality) and policy makers 



1. Examples
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Television series: ‘the world of inland navigation’ broadcasted on 

Dutch TV, aimed at a general audience 



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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In many countries IWT is a stand-alone mode of transport for only slow 

moving bulk cargoes, users of IWT were/are:
 Large industries in need of bulk quantities of commodities such as coal, iron ore, 

oil, fertilizer

 Large producers in agriculture, chemicals, refined products

 The construction industry

 Out of dimension cargo

Many of these industries and users are located alongside the waterways 

and in many cases have their own dedicated facilities for transfer and 

storage.

But: shippers and customers outside the water area, in other industries, 

and those with small volumes, often do not consider the use of IWT.



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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Possible reasons why shippers do not consider IWT:
 Distance to the river, and pre- and end-haul transport by using another mode, 

notably road, results in higher door-to-door cost, that is to say: this is the 

perception;

 Supply chains are constructed based on land transport modes, and revising it to 

use IWT may be complicated or involve high entry cost;

 IWT can only serve part of the transport needs, but the majority is not suited for 

IWT, and for that reason supply chain managers refrain from involving IWT;

 Shippers have limited cargo volumes and cannot fill a complete vessel;

 Shippers have unbalanced flows and empty hauls lead to (too) high cost;

 IWT is an unknown sector to many shippers, complicated, high entry barriers, 

where buying or hiring a truck is easy and readily available; 

 The shipper is just not aware of the characteristics of the IWT system and the 

benefits that it may offer.



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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An important role of the IWT promotion centres is to adopt a pro-active 

approach to IWT market development, and expanding the reach of IWT 

to new cargo flows and new shippers:
 Identify potential shippers

 Identify potential cargo flows

 Look at possibilities to combine flows of different shippers

 (digital platforms)

 Help shippers in making cost comparisons

 Help shippers in shift cargo to water

 Support in necessary equipment and infrastructure



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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Instruments and measures that have been developed and proven their 

value in practice are:

 Matchmaking events between cargo owners and logistic service 

suppliers and transport operators;

 Concepts as ‘barge to business’ and ‘river dating’ have been developed 

a number of years ago and are organised at regular basis;

 In events like these buyers and sellers meet in a market place and via 

speed dates first contacts between many players are initiated. Alongside 

is an information market where market parties present themselves and 

solutions and innovations are presented.



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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To take away doubts of the private companies that the IWT system can 

support their business, the government can:

 Carry out pilot sailings, to demonstrate that IWT can deliver, and/or 

identify problems/barriers that may need to be solved

 Start a PPP for developing a business case, this could take the form of a 

letter of intent, which confirms that:

 The shipper guarantees a volume for a specified time

 Operators guarantee a service at a certain price (vessel, terminal)

 The waterway authority guarantees sailing conditions, and agrees 

on improvements/investments 



2. Examples
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Riverdating events organised in France and Belgium



2. Examples
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Barge to Business events and information exchanges and seminars



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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Instruments and measures that have been developed and proven their 

value in practice are:

 Logistics advisors. Neutral and independent logistics experts have the 

task to identify relevant markets and shippers for IWT and organise talks 

with supply chain managers to see if and how IWT could fit in. The 

function of the advisor can be wider (e.g. in Belgium and Germany) and 

may relate to multimodal transport.

The logistic advisors generally consider two options:



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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1. Identify cargo flows and shippers that have the possibility to offer full 

vessel loads. The logistic advisor will support in preparing a business 

case, and once this is ready, leave the commercial negotiations to 

shipper and carriers.

2. Identify partial shiploads than can be combined, so that a new 

service can be set up. This can be a combination of a shipper having 

upstream cargo (e.g. bagged fertilizer) and one having a downstream 

flow (e.g. steel products), so that there is no empty sailing. Or the 

logistic advisor identifies shippers in a region which individually have 

too small flows for a dedicated service, but in combination reach a 

certain base load requirement.

The advisory service of the logistic advisor is normally provided free of charge.



2. Examples
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Combination of three different large shippers (beer, chocolate, 

tomato ketchup) into one daily container service, as a result of the 

work of logistics advisors 



2. Examples
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Movie on the work of Logistics Advisors: Lean and Green Barge

Follow the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToHsP56IEqc



2. Examples
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Household waste by inland barge, previously done by road

project realised via the logistics advisors



2. Examples
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Follow the leaders, some companies that have implemented IWT 

in their supply chains in Europe



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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Instruments and measures that have been developed and proven their 

value in practice are:

 Modal shift programmes

Modal shift instruments have the aim to lower the entry barrier to IWT by 

covering start up losses, or by giving a premium for every tonne shifted.

 Innovation vouchers

A system where a shipper or carrier can use a number of free advice to 

study the possibility to use IWT



2. Develop the market, identify cargo 

flows, and move freight to water
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▪ A good functioning market observation system containing 

information on the present and forecasted trade and freight flows is 

supportive to the market development aim

▪ Potential users of IWT need to be able to estimate their potential 

benefits when shifting parts of their supply chains to IWT, as well as 

the initial cost and measures and their implications on the logistics 

structure of the company

▪ For newcomers in IWT this is hard to do, and they will need help 

(can be done via the logistic advisors or via support tools)



3. Improve the competitive position of IWT
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The choice for IWT depends on many factors, but logistic cost is 

definitely one of the determining ones (Source: Platina II):



3. Improve the competitive position of IWT
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Cost factor: moving cargo to IWT may involve extra cost:

 Pre- and end-haul transport by truck

 Extra handling cost

 Market entry cost related to investment in equipment, vessels, 

handling facilities

 Start-up losses for new services

The environmental benefits of IWT are not capitalised, so do not 

present an economic value to the shipper or transporter

For that reason, governments offer financial benefits and support



3. Improve the competitive position of IWT
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Instruments that the government has are multifold, they can have 

the form of:

 Tax incentives

 Investment support/subsidies

 Loan guarantee systems

 Modal shift premium

Note: these measures and instruments may overlap the 

instruments described in the previous slides



3. Improve the competitive position of IWT
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Examples of existing and practices are below:
 Excise duty exemptions for fuel used in IWT

 A premium for every ton/tonkm/TEU shifted to the waterways

 Investment subsidy for new equipment (vessels, handling equipment

 Government investments in new vessels, and leasing them to operators

 Loan guarantee system for risky loans (vessels, handling equipment), so that 

commercial banks will offer lower interest rates to borrowers

 Tax exemptions for investments leading to greener transport (lower energy 

use and lower emission) and air quality improvements

 Greenhouse gases reduction premium

 Random depreciation of environmental investments

 Support systems for application of RIS technologies resulting in more 

efficient sailing



3. Improve the competitive position of IWT
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 These instruments have a direct effect on capital cost 

and/or operational cost 

 And therefor have a direct effect on the improvement of 

the competitive position of IWT

 It may however interfere with fair competition rules

 For that reason the environmental arguments are of 

importance and provide the justification for this financial 

support



4. Provide more and better facilities and 

infrastructures
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Governments can give priority to investments in better IWT 

infrastructure and to multimodal connections:

 Classify the waterways and guarantee navigation conditions 

(draft, all year round, 24/7 – night navigation

 Support development of transhipment facilities

 Open/public facilities (ports and terminals)

 Dedicated facilities for shippers and operators

 realise connecting infrastructure to water terminals (road and 

where possible and relevant rail)

 Develop the logistic zone concept (especially the lower 

governments are involved)



5. Incentive systems for greener transport
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Although IWT is considered to be the greenest mode of transport (see 

the previous slides, the environmental performance can be improved 

considerably. Because:

 Vessels have a long life span, which also goes for their engines

 Most of the engines are diesel engine with relatively high pollution

 Investments in catalysts, filters, lead to lower emission, but do not 

provide economic benefits

 Ports do not offer possibilities for shorepower

 New fueling (with lower emission) is not yet market ready –

technically or economically (Hydrogen, LNG/CNG, bio-fuels, 

hybrid, electric,….)

 Waste collection systems are not available everywhere



5. Incentive systems for greener transport
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Support systems for greener IWT can relate to:

 Subsidies or tax incentives for investments in green equipment

 Smart financing systems for green solutions (bank guarantee)

 Port incentives for clean vessels:

 Reduction on port dues

 Shore-power

 Waste collection facilities

In general the support systems for:

6. Incentive systems for safer transport, and

7. Incentive systems for more efficient IWT

concern similar instruments



8. Create an attractive working 

environment and attract youngsters
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Not only vessels and engines are old, but also the crew in the IWT 

sector is aging, and youngsters are not interested to work in IWT:

 The IWT sector does not attract youngsters because of its old 

fashioned image

 Working conditions and facilities onboard are not up to date and 

do not meet current standards

 Students of inland waterway colleges shift to the maritime sector 

after graduation

But also due to ICT developments in IWT, there is a requirement for 

young students with proper education



8. Create an attractive working 

environment and attract youngsters
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This requires:

 Promotion of IWT at primary and secondary schools so as to 

create interest at potential students

 Maritime colleges and schools need to modernize the curricula be 

future proof where it concerns new applications of ICT 

 Operators need to improve working conditions and career 

perspectives

 A public-private promotion, stimulation and support programme to 

attract youngsters to study and work in IWT

Promotion video working in inland navigation: https://youtu.be/zpJz0A35pw8 



Conclusions on IWT Promotion, 

Stimulation and Market Development
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 Should be done from a wide viewpoint: promotion without support 

mechanisms and instruments has little effect

 Is a joint responsibility of public parties and the private sector (users and 

operators)

 Setting up an IWT platform proves to be of added value, with an 

independent person (acknowledged by public AND private parties) to lead 

the platform (e.g. the “IWT Ambassador”) 

 Different models for promotion and stimulation exist, the state of 

development plays a role in which model is preferred

 Can range from awareness increase, to subsidy schemes, to smart 

financing and operational support mechanisms, digital platforms

 Depending on the aim of the promotion and stimulation programme the 

package of measures can be developed

 There are good practices available



Food for thought for Ukraine, and input 

for the panel discussion
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 Which type of IWT promotion and stimulation is to be followed?

 Narrow or wide (promotion         active development support)

 In which format?

 A dedicated IWT promotion bureau

 Promotion as a regular activity of public entities

 Which instruments could be used?

 Promotion and awareness campaigns

 Active market development (e.g. logistics advisors, 

matchmaking events, pilot project support)

 Financial instruments (e.g. tax, modal shift premium, 

investment support, loan guarantee, start-up loss coverage,..)

 What role is to be played by the private sector?



EU-funded project “Assistance for Dnipro 
Transport Development”

Thank you for your attention
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